A Feature Film by Liam Carl

When Garret a reclusive and OCD hypochondriac seeks out a “Total Wellness” doctor to cure a series of
non-existent ills, he undertakes a journey through a supernatural drug induced nightmare promising
wellness but delivering utter despair. As his visions grow more terrifying and surreal, it becomes painfully
apparent that the cure is indeed often worse than the disease.
In this re-imagining of vampire lore, our character takes “One hell of a ride” at the hands of an alternative
doctor. Think Monk meets Jacob’s Ladder plus Brahm Stokers Dracula.
the FILM
The Treatment chronicles one man’s decent into madness and his eventual salvation in the embrace of
the supernatural world. Written and Directed by Liam Carl, internationally recognized visual artist, The
Treatment pushes the boundaries of psychological horror while drawing influence from traditional vampire
films. Liam Carl’s script and visual style present an intelligent and disturbing narrative, returning
psychological horror to its roots, in the vein of Alfred Hitchcock and Stanley Kubrick.
the MARKET
The Horror genre never goes out of style. These films enjoy the best risk/reward ratio in the movie
industry and often experience great box office success and video/dvd sales without major stars.
Horror films have lower budgets than other genres and they have a loyal audience with the most
desirable demographic: 18-35 year old males. It is this demographic for which the TREATMENT
was created.
the INDUSTRY
Low budget horror movies are a major force in the film industry. Consider The Blair Witch Project
($200+Million), Saw Series ($340+Million), Paranormal Activity Series ($200+Million) and Insidious ($54
Million). As of 2010 the total gross of the top selling 20 horror films was nearing $500 Million. The majority of these films where produced for under 2 million dollars.
Between 2000 and 2010 Global Box Office revenues for the entire horror industry grew from
US$10 Billion to over US$18 Billion, according to a “Baskeville Communications Report”.

the SYNOPSIS
Our story begins with Garret Mills as a young boy whose parents have died in a car crash.
He is cared for by his aunt Vera and her daughter Hailey. Vera, a heavily religious woman, verbally
and physically abuses Garret because he possesses “dirty thoughts” that make him “sick.” Years
later, after Vera’s death, we see Garret as a strictly regimented, obsessive compulsive hypochondriac.
Hailey, having assumed the role of Garret’s caretaker and older sister, nurtures his psychosis, ushering
him from doctor to doctor in search of the perfect treatment. As each battery of tests confirms his lack
of physical illness, Garret further distances himself from reality and society. He is daily confronted by his
aggressively violent landlord, and pushes away his seemingly only true friend, the landlord’s thirteen-yearold son, Daniel.
When Garret’s trusted Oncologist refuses to treat him further for non-existent cancer, Garret begins
to doubt Hailey’s judgment and the validity of the general medical establishment. In an act of rebellion,
he seeks the help of a questionable total-wellness practitioner – Dr. Leo. Garret is immediately
captivated by the good doctor’s supernatural kindness and understanding. Meanwhile, the shadowy
characters in Dr. Leo’s employ quietly infiltrate the background of Garret’s life.
Upon receiving Dr. Leo’s “experimental” treatment, Garret’s life and perception change drastically.
He experiences vivid dreams of violence, cannibalism, death, and rebirth. He revisits the horror of his
childhood and glimpses a possible future beyond the world he knows. Ignoring Hailey’s protests, Garret
embraces Dr. Leo’s regimen with open arms. As the treatment progresses, Garret’s dreams bleed into
his waking hours, penetrating the drab, monotone repetition of his daily routine. His thoughts and
emotions follow suit, increasing in scope and intensity.
Even as he loses touch with reality, Garret makes his usual bi-weekly donation of blood, and
attracts the affections of Kate, his favorite phlebotomist. Kate is aware of Garret’s hypochondria, yet
his newfound vibrancy inspires her to ask him out on a date. Elated, Garret accepts, only to flee the
scene, overwhelmed by fear and anxiety.
Garret, enraged by his failure, shocks Hailey by lashing out at his landlord. When Hailey tries to gain
control of him, he turns his anger on her, and they have a falling out that ends with her in tears.
Utterly alone, Garret finds solace in Dr. Leo, and receives his second treatment. As a result, his
hallucinations deepen, until he can no longer distinguish them from reality. He finds he prefers this
new-found wonderland to the drab prison of daily life. He hardly bats an eye when ever-present Hailey
suddenly goes missing, leaving only a mysterious note. His hallucinations and nightmares reach a
crescendo over the following days, culminating in Garret’s own death at the hands of Aunt Vera.
He emerges from waking nightmares just in time for his third and final appointment with Dr. Leo.
Yet, the doctor refuses to give Garret his final treatment, until Garret comprehends the grim truth of what
he will become should he accept the third pill - a monstrous creature of the night, hunting humans as
food. Garret, loathe to return to his lonely world of neuroses, takes the third treatment, and joins Dr.
Leo’s “family” of transformed patients. We last see him as a pale white corpse, stalking the alleyways of
New York City, consuming those who kept him so long in medical hell.
the RELEVANCE
Thematically the TREATMENT is both socially topical and cinematically relevant to today’s audience.
Medical Care: In its publication “Health, United States, 2010,” the CDC reports that half of all
Americans take at least one prescription drug daily. Between 44,000 and 98,000 Americans die from
preventable medical mistakes each year.
Preferred Genres: Some of the highest grossing films recently have been Vampire themed movies
(Twilight, The Underworld Series) or Psychological Horror (Paranormal Activity 1&2, The Saw Series)
and Fantasy (Harry Potter Series, Pans Labrinth)

the MARKETING PLAN
Our marketing plan for “The Treatment” extends beyond
creating commercial recognition for the film. Through a
comprehensive guerrilla marketing campaign, we strive to
create a presence within the culture larger than the film itself.
Over a six month period, we will gradually begin releasing
advertising materials that relate to the film along three different lines.
First, we will introduce several of the medical products and
organizations featured in the film as if they were real. Fliers
for Ichorizone “the new miracle drug, coming soon” will be
distributed in pharmacies in major cities. Signs for
“Hospico, your mega medical supply store, coming soon”
will be placed in vacant lots in high-traffic areas. In subways, we will distribute fliers for Rejuvenators NYC as if
it were a real wellness center, staffed by Dr. Leo and his
minions. Thinswitch Productions has already acquired
ichorizone.com, hospico.com, and rejuvinatorsnyc.com. A
dummy landing page resembling a corporate website will
appear at each domain, only to dissolve into the homepage
for “The Treatment” after a few moments.
Second, we will utilize social networking to give the main
characters of “The Treatment” – Garret and Hailey Mills – a
genuine online presence. Both fictional characters have
their own Facebook pages and Twitter accounts, with a
growing number of followers. Daily updates will give fans a
more personal view into each character’s life, strengthening
and maintaining interest in the film.
Third, we intend to subtly place phrases and ideas relating
to the film in the cultural zeitgeist, without
directly referencing the film itself. Phrases such as “Garret
died for our sins,” “Long live Hailey” or “Leo is a fake” are
more accessible to the viewer’s subconscious than a direct
endorsement of the film. Our guerrilla marketing street team
will strategically affix stickers, fliers, etc in high volume, high
visibility areas, including subways, cafes, and bars.
Thinswitch Productions will hire street-team representatives
in each major city to carry out the primary dissemination of
promotional materials. In addition, all printed materials will
be available on thetreatmentfilm.com for fans to print out
and distribute themselves.
Our three-pronged campaign will culminate with the first
screenings of the film itself. After the screening, Thinswitch
Productions will issue a press release, revealing that these
seemingly unrelated promotions all reference the same
thing: “The Treatment.” This revelation will in turn generate
even more enthusiasm for the film.
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